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Preface
Assalamualaikum warahmatullahi wabarakatuh
My heartiest congratulations to the Leadership and
Language Management Department in making MCO
COVID-19: How it Changes our Norms a dream
come true. This is a compilation of anecdotes written
by IAB lecturers. Despite being stressed because of
the unexpected situation, IAB lectures penned their
experience. Indeed, this book attempts to pave the
way in encouraging IAB lecturers to write and share
their experiences.
In MCO COVID-19: How it changes our Norms, various encounters and
experiences in dealing with unexpected situations have been shared. These
encounters will enable readers to share some insights and at the same time
understand the feelings and fears that emerged instinctively when being
confronted with such unexpected situation. I believe that this is a book that
one will be able to relate to as the anecdotes were written about their real life
experiences. Furthermore, each lecturers has his/her own style of writing making
each anecdote appealing on its own. Besides, the writers have succeeded in
recounting their own experiences or adopting and adapting the experiences that
have happended to others during the MCO using their senses and emotions in
order to create strong visuals in the readers’ mind.
Spend some time in going through this book and you will be transported to the
time when you experience the movement control order (MCO) and your struggles
during that time. It is my sincere hope that this book will encourage more IAB
lecturers to put their experience and creativity on paper to be enjoyed by others.
Well done.

Dato’ Tajuddin bin Mohd Yunus, PhD
Director
Institut Aminuddin Baki
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Acknowledgement
Assalamualaikum warahmatullahi wabarakatuh
I would like to congratulate the Leadership and
Language Management Department for finally being
able to publish a book of this sort. Thank you to the
many people who have helped and contributed to the
department in making the compilation of anecdotes a
success. Your passion for writing is greatly appreciated.
This book was written in an effort to share and reflect
upon our experiences during the Covid-19 pandemic.
The theme of the book revolves around the pain and agony faced during the
pandemic. These are the experiences that we can associate and connect with.
Thus we learned that behind every cloud there is always a silver lining. Although
unexpected, the experience helped us adjust to the new norms.
As the center for educational and leadership training in Malaysia, IAB encourages
its lecturers to publish their academic writing. This book proves that although IAB
lecturers tend to publish their academic writing, they also have the ability to write
creatively. Hopefully this book will inspire other creative writers among lecturers
in the organization. This effort will prove that we are supporting the MBMMBI
policy in strengthening the usage of English language.
Congratulations writers. Keep on writing.

En. Abdul Mu’ti bin Ahmad
Head of Centre
Educational Leadership Development Centre
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Introduction
Assalamualaikum warahmatullahi wabarakatuh
We were dumbfounded by the outbreak of a new strain
of coronavirus which was unknown before December
2019. COVID-19 is an infectious disease which is
caused by newly discovered strain of coronavirus, a
type of virus known to cause respiratory infections in
humans. This came as another surprise when it was
reported that this pneumonia of unidentified cause had
emerged in Wuhan, China. As of September 2020,
the coronavirus is affecting 213 countries around the
world, with more than 28 million cases and more than 900,000 deaths around
the world. Furthermore, there are no medicines that have been shown to
prevent or cure the disease. Although for most people COVID-19 causes only
mild illness, it can cause severe illness among some. More dangerously, the
disease can be fatal.
As Covid-19 is transmitted readily between humans, it can infect a lot of people.
COVID-19 affects different people in different ways. It can cause serious
problems to elder people and those with pre-existing medical conditions. Those
who are younger and healthy might have more chances of recuperating. Hence,
creating an unfathomable situation that we have no way of escaping.
This book illustrate the experiences of 10 lAB lecturers going through. Some
incidents might portray similar scenarios with others while some went through
severe experiences that could really disheartened and saddened our heart.
These lecturers have empathised with others and put their feelings into words.
Overall, it has shown us that this pandemic has seriously influence us and
forced us into new norms that we have never thought before. All these recounts
are relate to the lecturers ongoing experiences during the MCO the extended
MCO. Together, we can smile, laugh or cry at the inconveniences caused by
the Covid-19. There are many adjustments to be made in our lives and these
adjustment are slowly being accepted as the new norms.

Samsiah binti Si-Rajab, PhD.
Head of Department
Leadership and Language Management Department
Educational Leadership Development Centre
9
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LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT IN TIME OF COVID-19:
A REFLECTIVE JOURNAL
By
Wan Azmiza binti Wan Mohamed
IAB Bandar Enstek
Introduction
The announcement of the COVID-19 Pandemic movement control order (MCO)
was made by the Malaysian Government on the March 16th 2020. The MCO
which was to be enforced on March 18th has resulted in a massive reorganization
in the way we work. Institut Aminuddin Baki (IAB) was also susceptible to this
occurrence. At that time, the Department for the Development of Educational
Leaders, Managers and Executives or better known in its Malay acronym as
JPPPEP was just into its first week of training the first batch of the aspiring
leaders in the National Professional Qualification of Educational Leadership
(NPQEL) Programme in 2020. Our commitment in grooming these future leaders
had just gotten under way.
Upon receiving such news, it was paramount for the JPPEP team to get
things done appropriately in terms of what to do and exactly what professional
actions to be taken. As the saying goes, managers do things right but leaders do
the right things. In such situation, understanding exactly what the order meant
and what it stipulated was pertinent in determining the correct decisions. It was
of utmost priority to stop the ongoing benchmarking activities and to get our
NPQEL participants ready to return to their respective places. The window of
time in pondering for such a decision was short. At that point of time, the current
implementation of the NPQEL programme according to the already set schedule
needed to be reconsidered. As the directive received had dictated that all noncritical government premises must be closed for two weeks from 18th March until
1st April 2020, we must comply. Some kind of arrangements must be made to
accommodate these unforeseen circumstances and the arrangements must be
prepared swiftly.
Responding to the Inevitables
Having a good strong leadership team like the one in the JPPPEP was of great
advantage. The team sensed that they would have to act accordingly and come
11
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up with suitable contingency plan ASAP. The team burned the midnight oil
brainstorming for ideas and preparing proposal for course of actions to be taken.
They were joined by the IAB’s top management in discussing and making the
decision. No stones were left unturned in providing data, facts and justifications
in rationalizing some actions to be made.
As postponement of a number of activities were involved, the class
managers for the participants were briefed. They, in turn, disseminated the
information through detailed briefings to the participants of what to expect of the
continuance of the programme. This was followed by a systematic discharge
of the participants. The accepted modus operandi was then relayed to all IAB
branches so that well-coordinated dismissal was conducted throughout.
If one were to take things lightly, one could leave things as they were
and let the river flow took its course. That was one of the possibilities discussed
in many possible scenarios. As the institute for leadership and management,
IAB could not take this stand and stance. IAB must lead and show the way in
making the right decision. Regardless of how monumental the problems we had
encountered, no mountain was too high for us to climb. Our mission and vision
must not be placed on hold. Instead, a plan must be made to ensure that the
momentum of the aspiring leaders’ learning process is kept going for to stop such
a positive matter is unthinkable.
Keeping the Momentum Going
I must say, this is the part of the professional autonomy that IAB has successfully
instilled in many of the excellent lecturers here. The understanding that our core
business must go on led to an agreement within the JPPEP, the department
functioning as the secretariat for NPQEL programme, to draw up experimental
learning schedules to keep the learning momentum going for these future
leaders despite being quarantined during the MCO. This in an important element
that needed to be highlighted because many under these unusual circumstances
would wait to see what would be next, or what the order would be or worse,
rendered helpless by the situation. Many positive learning aspects arose from
this precarious situation.
Many months into the MCO followed by the Restricted MCO to Recovery
MCO saw various platforms of learning digitally applied by the educational
institutions. As IAB attempted replanning and redesigning for the participants
learning continuity, JPPPEP as the secretariat learnt many things along the
12
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way which became exemplary in establishing the current learning mode. Prior
to embarking on digital learning, several considerations must come into place.
These include relevant topics and materials to be given out, appropriate platforms
to set up and suitable learning approaches to apply. At the same time, many
aspects have to be considered such as the readiness of the participants in terms
of learning via different platforms, the devices they have and their accessibility
to the internet and the supports required so that learning can happen. As one
may see later, these are all the aspects under consideration in delivering digital
learning be it, asynchronously more so synchronously. And the emphasis on
the quality of learning and assessment has not even be factored in yet! Indeed,
looking back, it is no wonder that Michael Fullan stated that learning is the work
which happened on the job that would lead to change and improvement.
Realigning of Modules
Going back to the point where the NPQEL secretariat wanted to ensure the learning
of these incumbent leaders to go on while the participants were undergoing MCO,
was another story to be shared. The 2018 version of the NPQEL programme,
also known as NPQEL 2.0 programme, has its own unique module. The module
has been designed with activities to help develop the leaders’ competencies in 10
targeted areas. Each activity was designed to develop three to four competencies.
Through the activities developed, each competency is assessed a minimum of
three times. The point is to give each individual participant ample time to learn,
grow and manifest the competency with the help of his or her supervisor. Due
to the MCO, the normal modus operandi could not happen. These include faceto-face sessions in class and discussions time with supervisors and lecturers.
These supervisors and lecturers would help in coaching and monitoring the
development of the competencies in individuals. However, the major decision
of how to continue on with the programme is definitely NOT for the secretariat’s
to make. This important matter was deliberated and discussed back and forth
with the top management in the Ministry of Education all throughout the months
of MCO via skype or google meets. Thus, at that point of time, the secretariat’s
endeavour was for learning of the aspiring leaders to continue.
The NPQEL curriculum was designed to cover certain topics to help the
future school leaders in developing the 10 competencies required to enable them
to be high performing leaders when leading schools or educational institutions.
Most of the knowledge aspects of the course and relevant reading course materials
13
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and references are already made available online in the IAB portal. At the same
time, they are also provided with additional online learning materials from the
Institut Tadbir Awam’s (INTAN) portal, a portal providing information for all civil
services in the government sectors. Part of the secretariat job was to sift through
those materials and get the relevant ones and realigned to the available material
in the IAB portal. A comfortable and staggered timetable to go through those
learning materials was proposed for the learning continuity. Participants were
encouraged to go through the material with the assistance of their supervisors.
As alternatives for the face-to-face sessions, online google meets with lecturers
assigned to the classes were also arranged to ensure continued learning. Thus,
these little efforts keep the learning process going while engagements with the
high ups on how to proceed with the formal course continues.
The Learning Continues
As mentioned earlier, there are several factors under consideration when the
secretariat decided to put together the digital learning materials. First and
foremost, the accessibility to the learning materials. At the same time appropriate
approaches to learning must be understood. The secretariat must have these
relevant information. Nothing beats a good survey for gathering such information.
Based on a survey done by the secretariat, several important matters emerged.
Thus, a report was done based on the results of the survey and was posted on
April 12th 2020.
The initial results showed more than 50% of the participants throughout
all campuses agreed to do the online learning as part of the learning enhancement
activity. Only 5 participants who responded to the survey did not agree. Those
who did not agree stated that they did not agree on the basis of poor connectivity
to the cyberspace in the area they were in. The small bandwidth availability and
slow access to the websites contributed to this angst. More time to complete
the given tasks were also requested due to these slow connectivity. Some
found that they could not even access the server. These were some of the initial
teething problems that needed to be addressed in order to conduct successful
online classes.
The secretariat, JPPPEP Heads of Department in IAB branches and
course coordinators also kept track of task completion of participants from other
campuses. For example, data as of April 17th for the Leading Changes Module
showed that by 5.00 p.m. a total of 325 or 60% participants were able to complete
14
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the module. This kind of tracking gave the secretariat an insight towards suitable
time limit set for the participants to complete their tasks. Other issues from
the different campuses and in fact, zooming in directly to what problems the
individuals were having either with the module or with the MCO situation, allowed
negotiations to happen. Therefore, acceptable learning schedules were drawn.
All in all, understanding the on the ground problems and complexities faced by
the participants allowed better planning and scheduling of activities, hence made
the overall management of continuing the formal learning in later months easier.
Conclusion
What is the takeaway from all this? Personally, this is a first hand learning
experience when faced with uncertainties. The sharing of leadership role
and managing the crisis as one team is very important in navigating through
uncertainties. Being alert and sensitive to the circumstances in relation to
one’s professionalism is the guiding key towards taking appropriate actions.
Meticulous information gathering must be done before plans and proposals can
be developed and tabled with adequate facts and justifications. Maintaining good
and open communication on all sides is a must so that we are not blind-sided
by incidents, emotions and biases. Nothing promotes good working relationship
better than honest engagement with all parties concerned. After all, leadership is
about influencing the team towards achieving a common goal which is that of the
organization. Indeed, leading and managing through this pandemic has been a
challenging but exciting experience for me personally and hopefully for the team
as well.
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ME, MY WORRIES AND I: AN EXPERIENCE TO REMEMBER
By
Edmund Shah bin Thambi
IAB Cawangan Sarawak
Part 1
“Abang!! You do know that it’s not safe for you to fly to Enstek now!! Everybody
is talking about the virus and you are willingly exposing yourself to the virus
at the airport, in the airplane! For goodness sake! Tell them to have a video
conference!”
I continued packing quietly as she continued to nag about the danger of
COVID-19 and at the same time trying her best to persuade me from flying off for
another series of meeting at Institut Aminuddin Baki Bandar Enstek.
As the babbling continued from my darling wife, I completed my packing,
sat silently at the edge of our king sized bed and looked at her. She loves to nag.
I cannot deny that fact but it shows her concern. She nagged for a reason and
this time, it was about her concern for my safety, my health and my wellbeing.
As the murmuring of sound coming from her continued, I was in my own
world, thinking of the what ifs. What IF I do get the virus, god forbid, what would
happen to my family. What would happen to my children, I do not want them to
be infected with the disease, ever. Nor do I want my wife, noisy, though she may
be and at times, amusingly annoying with her continuous nag, BUT what she
said was true. Every single word that came from her were exactly the fear that I
myself had.
I had never been so nervous about going off for another decision making
meeting at IAB Enstek. In fact, I just came back from a meeting the week before
and just arrived home on he last Friday evening.
The meeting that I was preparing myself to go to that day was a meeting
that we were only told that Friday. The day I flew home.
“Abang!!! Didn’t you hear a single word I said..? Abang, I am serious
here!!” I was jostled back to reality, out of the comfort of my memory.
Patiently, as any kind husband would do in confronting a non-winning
verbal battle with his spouse, I softly explained that all branch Directors and
Deputy Directors received a directive memo for another series of meeting at
17
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IAB Enstek. Furthermore, there was also another directive requesting us, IAB
lecturers to attend a profiling meeting at Cyberjaya on Tuesday 17th Mac 2020.
Of which my returned flight would be on that Tuesday evening,
“Abang!! The Movement Control Order will begin on the 18th and you
know that! Anyone coming back on the 18th will be quarantined for two weeks.
And there is a possibility that all flights would be full and the flights could be
cancelled. So you might not be able to fly home. Do you know that!!” The berate
of words continued to pour out of her mouth. Again I stopped her mid sentence
and said… “Honey, I love your concern, but like it or not, I am flying later this
evening and I have checked in. Please send me to the airport later k”
Giving me her infamous ‘look of death’ of which would have immediately
made the children at home scurry off to other parts of the house, she stalked out
the bedroom in a huff, slamming the door behind her. So there goes my chance
of being chauffeured to the airport by darling wife.
Part 2
“When are you coming home Daddy?” asked my beautiful 7 year old, Eryna, as
she helped me pulled my small luggage to the door.
“Tuesday evening sayang, and I expect a huge bear hug from my
favourite girl once I arrived home k!! She smiled and extended her arms to
me and said “A big hug like this...?” and she put her arm around my neck as I
squatted down for the hug. “Just like that...” I said as I held her tight and prayed
to Allah to protect her and her brother from the virus. At that very moment my
15 year old son came to the door and said, “ Another trip huh, Dad? Mummy is
not happy is she, cos she is making so much noise cooking and cleaning up in
the kitchen.” I looked at Emir, and just smiled. He knows his mother very well.
I hugged my good looking information technology software engineer
wannabe and whispered to him, “Tell your mummy I love her and try not make
her angry”. He smiled nodded his head and at that moment Eryna pulled me
down and whispered, “You better buy a perfume for mummy because she is
angry in the kitchen”. I laughed and left the two of them at the door as I walked
to the kitchen. She was standing in front of the sink washing up some cooking
utensils as I stood behind her.
As I tried to hold her shoulder, she brushed my hands off and went to the
stand in front of the Panasonic electric oven which we recently bought. She was
angry. “My Grab Car is on its way. I will be coming home on Tuesday evening”
18
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She didn’t even looked at me and as I turned, I said, “I love you.”
“Daddy, Your Grab Car is here!!” Emir called as I heard the honking of
the Grab driver whom I had called via the Grab apps 10 minutes earlier.
Part 3
The Kuching International Airport was not as empty as I thought. There were
still people at the ticketing counters and at the check in counters. My flight was
at 9 pm. As I walked towards the immigration counter, I saw people were all
wearing masks covering their mouth and nose. I began to feel uneasy when I
realized I was not wearing any. As I waited for my turn to proceed to the counter,
I rummaged through my backpack and opened up my diary where I knew there
was one. The discomfort of wearing a face mask need to be brush aside as I
knew the importance of the mask. But I decided to just hold the mask while at the
immigration checked in counter and decided to put it on later.
As I walked towards the immigration counter giving my golden Colgate
smile to the officer behind the counter, I realized that the officer was not smiling.
He looked at me straight in the eye and said “Maaf Encik, You need to wear
a face mask. DO you have any..?” Baffled, I said I did and showed him the
mask. “Gunakan ye Encik. Bukan untuk dipegang. Terima kasih” Sheepishly I
said sorry and put on the mask before I was allowed to pass through immigration.
Embarrassed, I walked through without looking back.
Part 4
The airplane was almost full. Everyone was with their masks on. Except for the
stewards and stewardesses. As I sat on the assigned seat, I looked around me.
I felt apprehensive. I felt scared. I asked myself, ”Is anyone of them a carrier.
Ooo god, is this person next me positive with covid? Could he be one of those
who attended the Ijmak Tabligh at Sri Petaling recently”. My positive side self
told me, “Come on Eddie!! We are in Kuching!! Still!! They are as clean as you
are!!!!” But my Mr Jekyll self began to bring in doubts to my self.. “Eddie..” that
Mr Jekyll ackeyl voice could actually be heard whispering to my ear … “That guy
infront could have attended the Mass Service at that Church in Kuching where
the Minister died of CoVid recently” I could not stop myself from feeling insecure!
As the plane began to fly off, I decided that the best thing to do was to put on my
eye cover, with my mask on, and dozed off.
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I awoke with a start. The announcement over the speaker could be
heard clearly. “We have landed at KLIA and the local time is 10.45 pm”. As the
passengers slowly patiently walked out along the aisle of the plane, I decided
to stay put on my seat and waited for everyone to disembark. I would be much
happier and at ease if I was in no way having any body contact with anyone as I
was the last to leave the plane.
KLIA was at its usual beehive of activities. The only difference was,
people were with masks on and some with gloves. Many were holding bottles
of sanitizers and a number of them were seen cleaning their hands consistentIy
with the sanitizers. I walked through and bought my taxi token. Feeling safe and
secured I happily lounged at the back seat of the taxi and was driven to Inapan
IAB Bandar Enstek. The cheeky imaginary Mr Jekyll voice came up again and
said… “Eddie, that taxi driver... could he be Covid positive... you think…?” Angry
with myself, I kept quiet the entire journey and recited as many surah as I could
remember to ensure that the voices in my head would be gone… forever.
Upon arrival, I took my longest shower ever just to ensure that, none
of those viruses, if any, clung to my body. After a light meal of my favourite bun
and instant coffee, I took my beauty sleep, Relieved. I was at a safe heaven. Far
from a maddening crowd of the airport, who could have been COVID-19 positive.
Gosh!! I was becoming neurotic!!! Masya Allah!!!
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FEARSOME COVID-19 DISEASE
By
Nor Hazimah binti Ismail
IAB Bandar Enstek
Coronavirus or well known as COVID-19 is a communicable disease which
originated from Wuhan, China. Thereof, a 55 years old man was identified as
the first case in the world on 17 Nov 2019. Malaysia detected its first case on
25 January 2020 from eight Chinese tourists who came in contact through an
infected person in Singapore. Subsequently, a 41 years old man was the first
Malaysian who was infected after his trip to Singapore. Thus, our government
implemented Movement Control Order (MCO) since 18 March 2020. Many
people have different judgments for this pandemic outbreak. Some are blaming
the Chinese government, some even claimed that the pandemic as the sign of the
end of the world and even some predicted that COVID-19 as a form of punishment
from God! Nevertheless, my experience during this MCO is still tolerable.
The night before the MCO announcement, fake news were spreading
like wildfire. Psychologically people were influenced to believe the rumours and
thus created panic grocery shopping amongst Malaysians. I could literally see
the fear in the eyes of the people, as I was having dinner with my family at
one of the shopping malls. People were in long queues at the counter. Tissues
were grabbed, canned foods were snatched. Rice and eggs became best sellers
as compared to other branded accessories. At that moment, people ignored
social distancing. They grasped whatever they could. It was like in a pandemic
movie. Never in my life, have I witnessed such a scene. However, I must praise
Malaysian for maintaining their decorum in public and not displaying strident
etiquette, which could be seen in other countries.
On the other hand, food that I took for granted all this while, had become
a luxury now. Among them is the Gardenia bread! For the first few days of
MCO, I managed to get one loaf every day as it is a favourite for my household.
However, as the days went by, I couldn’t purchase, even one loaf for the week! I
was informed by a shop owner, from my area that, people would be waiting every
morning for the bread delivery. The moment they saw the incoming of the lorry,
all would swarm around the Gardenia supplier for their Gardenia bread. Hence,
I learnt a lesson that never take things for granted in our lives.
21
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Likewise, the experience that I have gone through this past 30 days has
been utterly mind-blowing. It has not been easy but it’s doable. I had to prepare
myself physically, mentally, and spiritually. I had the order to work from home.
In the midst of that, I had to also attend to the needs of my family, especially my
husband and two doting daughters. As a person, I also have to be disciplined in
planning my daily schedule. Working from home was not the same as working
from a real working office environment. I had to allocate my time for work,
family and household chores. I needed to make sure that all the needs were
met. Constantly being distracted by the news on Covid-19 through social media,
television, WhatsApp and telegram channels, is a boulder for me to complete
what I had planned for the day.
But the news that catches my attention daily is the efforts made by the
front-liners in fighting this disease. All of them have sacrificed selflessly for the
sake of the nation to help the infected to recover. Thus, preventing this disease
from spreading. All in all, this experience has taught me to value what God has
planned for my life. I feel truly blessed that staying at home is the best solution
to fight this pandemic. I am very grateful to the policemen, soldiers and medical
teams out there. And to all who are involved daily to keep things in order. The
chaotic world outside has indeed become a quiet place. Although this has caused
distress to humans, now it is a blissful place for mother-nature.
Above all, I am especially disheartened for being restricted to any kind
of visit from my one and only grandson, who is staying just 10 kilometres away.
All these will be preserved as unforgettable experiences. On top of that, when
we see the relentlessly rising statistics in the news, it is hard to stay positive and
strong amidst this storm. Therefore, I made a choice, to stop watching the news
of the deaths and instead focus on the recovery statistics. Globally, the front
liners, the health workers have shown great commitment towards binging this
pandemic to a stop. Resources are being poured out, to help the underprivileged
families who are struggling throughout this MCO. My only incessant prayer,
“Please O Allah, let this storm come to an end immediately and bring healing for
the affected families who lost their loved ones during this pandemic.”
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WALKING THE PATH ALONE TO RECOVERY
By
Bridget Lim Suk Han, PhD
IAB Cawangan Sabah
She was quiet, alone, keeping so much to herself and always the subject
of gossips among her colleagues in school… Yes, she was a teacher with
attitude…
Nevertheless, she failed horribly in tackling her own emotions within the
various teaching and learning environments she was in. She did not get to enjoy
the teaching and learning experiences she was undergoing. She was always in
constant anger, frustration and sadness. Angry with the working attitude of those
who procrastinated, frustrated with the quality of work that did not measure up
to the desired standard and most of all, sad with those who blamed others for
their own faults caused emotional turmoil in her. All these were just the tips of the
iceberg that she was enduring. She was locked within the cocoon of emotional
struggle and later in a war within herself. She was unable to break loose and the
suppressed feelings tortured her both physically and emotionally.
The feelings were truly unbearable. She went through constant fear, for
nothing… Her breathing was tight, and her heartbeats were uncontrollable,
thumping hard in her chest which subsequently led to sleeplessness and
insomnia. It was not long when she reached her final threshold of emotional
stability as well as sanity. She had no choice but to seek medical help. She
was diagnosed with severe anxiety and depression and had to be given antidepressants to calm her system.
She decided to leave her school. Her self-respect would not allow her
to be viewed as a failure… Yes, she was a teacher with attitude... She applied
for a scholarship to further her studies and walla, she got it, but her dilapidating
emotional conditions persists. Nevertheless, she pushed through with whatever
psychological strength she could garner and packed her bags to start her
academic journey.
The first few months of her studies turned out to be a challenging phase
for her. She could not focus at all, not even able to remember anything she
had read. Not long after that she had to be put under special attention of the
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faculty. She thought that was the end of her academic journey. However, that
turned out to be the beginning of her journey as a researcher. She was forced
into conducting an ethnographic research in a rural and bucolic primary school.
She tried to exclude herself. Unfortunately, the faculty made her participation
a compulsory. She had no choice but submit herself to the directive and told
herself that she had to be responsible for what she had signed up to. Yes again,
she was a teacher with attitude.
She went through many obstacles even just to secure a decent
accommodation and transportation to the school which was about 110km from the
nearest township. During the inaugural visit, she began to digest the information
given to her by the teachers as they seemed to talk indirectly to her and so she
started to make some adjustment to the way she handled the situation. Actually,
some of the teachers did view her presence sceptically at the beginning. Some
of the teachers kept silent upon her arrival in the staff room each single day
during the inaugural visit. She knew she needed to try harder and put in more
effort in order to be accepted at the school and to be part of them. She began to
dress down and spoke more informally. She learned and called them with their
nick names. She brought snacks to school and ate with them in the staff room.
She talked a little bit about herself and along the way told them what she was
doing. In short, she ‘demystified’ herself – soon she was one of them. When she
managed to gain their confidence, she started to have conversations with them
in a more relaxed and cordial manner.
With that, she gradually developed from possessing rigid and negative
behavioural traits that thwarted her emotional development to be more flexible,
open-hearted and hospitable in accepting various personality traits within that
school community she was in even though they were not that agreeable at first.
“Oh no, making judgement again”, she thought to herself. She tried to push
that critical mind aside and accept the teachers the way they were. Through
acceptance, she started to respect the school community then and learnt to see
the way they see things, feel how they felt, and experienced the life that was
considered ‘alien’ to her. And surprisingly, situations began to change thereafter.
She was rewarded with better admiration from them in reciprocal. They started
to love and welcome her presence in the school and worked together to plan
improvement strategies to uplift the school’s academic performance. The whole
research journey was enriching and satisfying. Thus, she was extremely grateful
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and happy that she had taken that first step of her research journey. And that was
her first step towards her emotional recovery. This recovery journey had helped
to turn her emotional turmoil to opportunities in order for her to break free and
look for the probable antidotes to her inner struggles.
With the space provided then, she was able not only to further her studies
but also appreciate all the pathways available for her to expand her horizon in
life. The whole research journey had established a solid emotional bridge that
ultimately earned her a Ph.D degree and a gold medal as the best Ph.D student
in the Education faculty.
She went the hard way to discover the ultimate remedies for her
emotional collapse. She realised that it was important to delve into and gain
insight of who she was first. Through self-reflection, she discovered that there
were needs for her to understand her personality traits. As it was difficult
to change her personality traits, she changed the ways she expressed them
instead, depending on circumstances. According to Louise Deacon (2013), a
clinical psychologist who has 25 years of experience helping people suffering a
range of psychological difficulties, “understanding our own personality can help
us make choices effectively” (p.87). The skills of gauging her own personality
helped her gauge other people’s personalities more accurately. Subsequently,
this had facilitated more realistic and desirable expectations for change from
others. With such compromise and adjustment, she learned how to respect
other and vice versa. “Should I have known and done this earlier, I would have
avoided the unnecessary emotional conflicts within myself and with others”, she
lamented to herself.
But all that happened for a reason. With mutual respect established, she
felt more accepted, loved and connected to others. Once the connections were
established, she was happier feeling wanted and cared for.
Not all the lonely paths are remedial for everyone. However, the path
that she embarked on alone had surprisingly turned out to be a healing pathway
for her. Walking the path alone had rendered a clear sense of solitude for her to
scrutinise in detail what life was all about along the journey and enabled her to
feel more grateful of what God had installed for her.
Each and every one of us is gifted with a range of emotions that enable
us to express and deliver our intended feelings to others. Emotional expressions
are adaptive communicative signals, which have major impact on everyday social
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communication. As for her, she had been gifted with the ability to communicate
with herself which had made all the difference to her life and that was what
matter most to her.
“The Journey of Discovery is the Pathway for Recovery…”
(Lim, 2012)
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COVID-19: A SHORT STORY
By
Lani bin Ibrahim
IAB Bandar Enstek
In Malaysia, the Movement Control Order (MCO) mandated that people stay
home and for all non-essential services to be shut down. Being confined indoors
for a long period of time has a strange effect on the concept of time. The days felt
much longer because of being away from the usual places and faces… a feeling
that was compounded by the torrent of COVID-19 at news every hour.
During these unsettling times, I was inspired by friends and Malaysians
who shined with extra courage, kindness and love than ever. We had a new
brand of soldiers out there battling to save our nation from the newly identified
enemy. We heard of the countless accounts of doctors and nurses out on the
frontlines treating COVID-19 patients and NGOs working overtime to supply food
and essential items to low-income families. We were also informed of employers
providing salary advances to ensure staff were not strapped for cash, and parents
learning to home-school young children while juggling their new work-from-home
routine. On my part, I made it a point to stay connected by checking on friends on
line and helping to drop off groceries for neighbours who needed help.
I also witnessed how love stands strong in the face of difficulty - in the
form of a couple who had to cancel their wedding festivities due to the MCO.
Imagine the overnight task of informing 650 guests and cancelling all vendors!
Yet these people did not throw a fit about their big day being “ruined”. Instead,
they got creative and pulled off a “virtual wedding” for guests to witness their
beautiful exchange of vows online instead! Other couples opted for simpler
wedding ceremonies so they could donated a part of the funds set aside for the
occasion to aid the state in its fight against COVID-19.
I am also heartened by the quick community response among Malaysians
wanting to help people badly hit by COVID-19. A great example of impact that
can happen from home is kitajaga.us; a website listing verified organizations and
community groups working to assist those affected. All this was birthed from a
simple tweet that gained traction on 17 March and saw the coming together of
many volunteers and donors. There was also an effort by Rover Scouts namely
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The Black Flurry Rover crew from Pasir Mas Kelantan who organised the making
of face shields for front liners to use when they found out that hospitals were
running out face shields.. The simple project became a nationwide project.
By the time MCO became a fixture in our daily life, with limited mobility,
closed borders and a chain of roadblocks and checkpoints, it was time for us to
find solitude in any way that we can as we became irritable and tempers were
fraying even at small inconsequent things. In a survey conducted by Dr. Ramlee
of Universiti Pendidikan Sultan Idris, he found out that stress and anxiety rose
in tandem with the length of time MCO was enforced. Worries and fretting about
livelihood affected became frequent as people started to look at their financial
and psychological wellbeing despite the six months moratorium and government
financial aids. Lay-offs, leave without pay and pay cuts badly effected individuals
especially if they were the sole breadwinners.
The aura of positivity and calmness were created by the government’s
no nonsense approach to the issue, by keeping the masses updated constantly
and by keeping calm over a supposedly panicking time for many a country
around the world (even the US of A) whose president refused to accept reality.
With Abah Muhyiddeen at the helm, Pak Ngah Sabri and Achik Dr. Hisham
constantly cajoling and keeping everyone confident that all will be well, the
country kept a controlled and well managed front for all. The people’s attention
therefore translated into learning new things @ norms. Buying and selling online
became the new normal. ‘Sell anything online’ become an opportunity created
and a paradigm shift for many to overcome financial distress.
As for me, I made a point of revisiting old books in my small library.
Fighting old wars and rekindling love hate relationships within pages that I
thought I have forgotten. Reliving adventures and revisiting old friends in books
that I have not perused for years brought me endless memories. By the time I
finished with most of them, I was hungering for more. By the time we reached the
tail end of the MCO, I wondered what more would COVID-19 give us to ponder
upon with this gift of life that God had given us of which we should be endlessly
thankful.
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WORKING FROM HOME DURING MCO
By
Jacqueline Martin
IAB Cawangan Sarawak
The first week of Movement Control Order (MCO) period was a surreal cascade
of things slowing down, then stopping, at least for me. It took me one whole
week to try to adjust to what we called working from home. It felt like each day
brought us closer to the near isolation we are currently experiencing. All offices,
businesses, schools including higher institutions were closed. That means all
the kids are home twenty-four-seven now until further announcement being
made by the government or the schools re-open. The world cancelled sports and
movies and any events involving physical and social gathering. Even the gyms
and the cinema are closed. I am sure everybody was thinking to themselves,
“Seriously?!”
And so the MCO began starting Wednesday, March 18, 2020. The roads
were almost empty, except for those headed to the grocery stores between 7
a.m. to 7 p.m., in search of fresh produce, complete with a bottle of hand sanitizer
and a box of face masks. Officially, I was working from home since that day due
to Covid-19 pandemic.
There we go. I really thought working from home would be easy. I
watched a lot of movies on mothers working from home and they looked as if
they were having the best job in the world – becoming super moms and great
career women simultaneously. Making pasta or baking the kids’ favourite cakes
while consulting their clients online look so easy, too.
My nature of work demands me to apply various approaches in tasks
execution. I have worked from hotel rooms, office lobbies, airport boarding
halls and the seat of express boats. I have worked anywhere. I have worked
everywhere. I even have dictated emails at traffic lights.
However, I have never “worked from home.” I worked in my home; I
worked while at home; but I never truly worked from home, day in, day out,
working on a sustained and continuous basis. A few days - a week, a month or
more. So, in that spirit, here are what I learned during the 55 days of working
from home period before I could finally return back to office as usual.
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My children are noisy. I can tell what snack they are fighting over. I know
that Allie is still awake when ghost stories are on air. I know that when Isaac
and Chelsea are on online games when their scream is audible by the entire
neighbourhood. I know that Ethan is crying like a baby because he knows I am
home and I will race to his rescue. I can determine which monster truck just
crashed. I can tell the kids are up for supper in the middle of the night from the
clanking of pots and pans in the kitchen below. I can even identify the sounds of
Triceratops and Stegosaurus.
I look haggard on video conferences. Maybe it is because I am not use
to seeing myself on the computer screen live. Maybe it is the lighting. Mostly, it is
because it has been almost two consecutive months that I have not gone to the
salon for my bi-weekly self-pampering activities as I used to before the MCO. I
longed for a nice spa and mani-pedi sessions. I desperately need to tame those
unruly mane or even trim it short for younger appearance, perhaps. The frame on
my computer screen that shows me what I look like on video conference is pretty
shocking, and a stark reminder why I am not on television. I can see crow’s feet
clearly at the corners of my eyes when I smile.
Take things one at a time. Working from home on a regular basis is very
different from working remotely. The kids are not in school and I am certainly not
going to my favourite kopitiam for a cup of freshly brewed coffee and a bowl of
mee sua. It is very challenging to work between 8.00 a.m. and 5.00 p.m. in the
house - it is too chaotic and at the same time I can get carried away entertaining
the little ones. The four kids are handful to manage while catching up with a long
list of tasks to complete for the day. Parenting job is overwhelming at times, so is
work. I have to learn to loosen up to keep my sanity intact.
My standing ovation goes to working from home or even stay-at-home
mothers. Their struggles are real. The sudden stay-at-home life we are having
due to Covid-19 pandemic to me is about family - how to juggle work and family;
how to educate, care for, manage the children and at the same time we need to
meet the demands of our respective work. I thought working from home would
be easy … ah I was wrong.
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THE WAITING
By
Samsiah binti Si-Rajab, PhD
IAB Bandar Enstek
Listening and watching the news on Covid-19 every day incited not only shivers
but also uneasiness that I have never encountered before. I put aside The
Therapist’s Workbook I was reading on my lap. Even though Jeffrey A. Kottler,
an established writer, have listed many ways on how to encounter and overcome
stress, none of these seem to be appropriate for the moment. I sighed. ‘Hi’ the
single soft word that suddenly been uttered penetrated the cordon of silence.
‘What’s with that look on your face again, mmm… now, what’s bothering you?”.
Andy wisely voiced out those words. Putting the intonation right to allow good
articulation. I knew he had to be extra cautious lately for it would be quite
disconcerting to be confronted with the unnecessarily scolding and screaming.
“How long do you think we will be in this situation”, I asked. He looked blank. With
a mug of his favourite coffee, Mocha, in his hands, he sat down beside me and
started putting his arm around me. “Aren’t you afraid of being infected”, I moved
away further from him abruptly. “No, I am not afraid and I don’t know how long
it will take”, he said. A very genuine honest words answered sincerely. I could
feel the warmth of his body. The warmth that usually comforted me. Time flew
miraculously fast with him around. The way he laughed, smiled and handled
things always ensured me that I could rely on him. I felt save. The security
that I felt all this while being with him at most time was a blessing. It was truly
appreciated. But, ironically, I couldn’t feel the security then.
I have had sleepless nights for the last few days. I was haunted with
unpredictable anguish. I felt exhausted. Looking at him blankly, I would very
much like to storm out the grief that have been tormenting me during the last few
days. But then, that was what I have been doing all these while and I knew he
was getting a bit restless with my apprehensive behaviour.
There was a knock at the door as expected.
Four men fully dressed in their Personal Protective Equipment were
standing in front of us when the door was opened. I could feel the racing pulse
and rapid breathing that came immediately. I tried to swallow the saliva to moisten
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the drying lips and tightening throat. Nevertheless, I was afraid. The fact that I am
positively infected by corona virus nearly scraped me right down to the marrow
and I never knew whether I am going to be alright or not. Fear of death suddenly
overwhelmed me. The wild imagination of being wrapped up into a plastic body
bag and buried in the cemetery without any family members in attendance will
definitely be wretched. Not only that, the thought of the asphyxiation, the high
fever, the continuous cough that ache my chest, lingered wildly and weakened
me. My confidence diminished gradually.
I couldn’t allow Andy to hold tightly my sweaty and cold hands. The look
in his eyes told me that he was pleading me to stay strong and be positive. I gave
him back a plain smile and I did not promise him a return. For the last few days,
he had been giving me the encouragement assuring me that everything would be
going on fine. He kept on mentioning about the advancement of the Malaysian
Healthcare system supported extensively by the Malaysian government which is
at world’s best. Hence there should be no doubt on the health care which I would
be receiving then.
Besides, Andy never stopped elaborating the facts and figures
presented by Dr. Noor Hisham Abdullah, the Director General of MOH when we
were watching attentively the press conference on the TV every evening. Andy
was trying his best to convince me that I could recover from the disease with the
proper care and attention given. He kept reminding me of the increasing figure of
those who had recovered from the disease. I tried to be very sensible about it but
to no avail. I was totally desolated. Traumatised with those sad and frightening
information which were being aired every day and the depression had worsened
by the ongoing condolences messages that I received in the WhatsApp group.
Even though I appreciated the messages and the prayer for a speedy recovery
from friends and relatives, unfortunately they created havoc in my heart.
There was not much conversation on the way to the hospital. I could not
receive any feedback from those in their PPEs for the questions posed during
the journey. Leaving behind my home and seeing Andy standing at the gate, was
a miserable moment. I had to turn my face away from him, for I did not have the
gut to see him standing and waving his hands when the ambulance drove me
off. From then on, I had to face it all alone. I needed the strength and had to be
bold enough to go through those coming days as a Covid-19 patient. Luckily the
fever I am suffering from was not that severe and the cough was not that bad as
expected. I could still cope with the ailment.
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My arrival at the hospital was a real daze, startled by the way the hospital
ran the errands during MCO, I foresee it depicted the great responsibility that
have to be shouldered by the front liners. My anticipation towards the pandemic
and how I perceived it then has changed immediately. I saw them working
tirelessly even though they were fatigued.
I encountered some of the covid-19 patients along the way to my bed
since we have been specially allocated to a quarantine hospital wards. There
were a few who were just admitted like me. I was informed that there were many
more who have been staying there for more than two weeks. And not forgetting
those who were suffering badly from the disease. I considered myself lucky as
I was not confined to the ICU or the ventilator for breathing. I also considered
myself as absolutely blessed as I have my loved ones surrounding me. Lying on
the bed that night I whispered my goodbye to Andy whom was nowhere nearby.
There were four of us in the room. I was told that the previous occupant
of the bed had been rushed immediately to the ICU the day before. The other
occupants mentioned about witnessing her struggling to breathe. Every inch of
her body seemed to contort before she fainted. We were informed later that she
needed the intubation. We knew that the mechanical ventilation is a last-resort
and life-saving intervention to save her life. Nevertheless, having to undergo the
procedure is an awful moment. There, I was lying on the same bed. I inherited
her bed and the curse! The fear of going through the same procedure seeped
coldly into my mind.
I woke up the next morning wondering about my body temperature
and cough condition. My condition seemed to have deteriorated. At last I wasn’t
getting any essential serious medical treatment. I was only suffering from a mild
symptom yet it really traumatised me. The fear and anxiety about a new disease
and what could happen next created stressful emotions.
In fact, the stress was felt by most of the patients in the ward. And
the most uncomfortable moment would be the waiting for the test results after
screening. Everyone would be on tenterhooks waiting for it anxiously. Whilst,
being warded, of course our focus should be on the prevention and treatment of
the disease. Taking into consideration the preventive and mitigation measures, I
vividly remembered a few articles I read on the effective preventive measures in
the community, These measures which include several important matters such
as performing hand hygiene frequently, avoiding touching our eyes, nose, and
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mouth, practicing respiratory hygiene, wearing facial masks and maintaining
social distance. Hoping that one day, I would have the chance to practice them.
Days passed by, our daily routine at the hospital were mainly on
maintaining good physical and mental health. I was unable to control my stress
level during my stay at the hospital. Andy incessantly communicated through
WhatsApp video chats to comfort me. At times the fear and anxiety would be
overwhelming and causing strong emotions during the night. At every hour of
those days, the sight of the doctors and nurses in their PPEs working the long
hours and the hardship that they had to endure swayed my heart to comply
with their prescriptions during the treatment. The patience and passion they
maintained while performing their duties dedicatedly should be applauded. In
fact, their unwavering dedication and indefatigable work, despite grave risk to
their lives, have touched the heart of many people. We should recognise the
overwhelming sacrifices of our front liners.
While attending us in the room one late afternoon, during their routine
check-up, one of the nurses said, “Please be strong, help us to help all of you”.
Upon hearing her voice, I broke into uncontrollable tears. Deep inside my mind, I
could hardly imagine what kind of fears running through her mind. She continued,
“We ourselves do not know whether we will be infected or not. We might also
be part of the statistics for the death toll. We do not know whether we are safe
enough when we go back home and not infect our family?”. That nurse had to
send her children to her parents in her kampung. Besides missing them, she
was wondering whether they were being well cared for. Those were the scary
thoughts she had at the beginning of the pandemic when most of them were
working without adequate protective gears. At that moment, she could move on
providing unthinkable level of kindness to the patients. My heart went out to her
as I saw her untiring efforts and that of the other front-liners every day. No words
that could thoroughly describe what have been contributed by the front-liners.
We should acknowledge their sacrifice. We are eternally indebted to them.
After the second screening, my result was still positive. My state of
depression continued. The next morning, I woke up with nausea, headache,
chills, shortness of breath, and the disturbing realization that the coronavirus
in me had taken a turn for the worst. The psychological effects were extensive.
I was bearing a great fear that I would queue as the next death toll. With all of
the extreme cases being reported in the news, I was conditioned to believe that
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having the coronavirus could lead to hospitalization, intubation, and even death.
Andy was left silence at the end of the line when my sobbing and
coughing intermingled within the conversation. I thanked him for being a
wonderful husband and companion. My mind floated in haze as Andy was trying
to make me feel comfortable by saying that everything will be alright. Advices
such as “Please do not think of everything”, “drink lots of water”, “have enough
rest” and “make sure you eat lots of fruits and vegetables,” drifted away. How I
wished I was in his arms at that moment. Despite having a very compassionate
husband, I realised that, there were so many things needed to be resumed,
renewed and sustained in our relationship. The isolation from my husband and
others had made me think of a lot of things especially about sincerely regretting
or being remorse about my past wrongdoings or sins.
Repent...
I sat in tears that evening as the breathing was getting harder, I have to
hold on strongly for I have already known the consequences of being infected by
the disease. Besides the continuous prayers, my heart told me that I needed to
write. A letter to the Almighty GOD.
“O Allah, I do not know if I would be strong enough to withstand this
hardship that I am going through right now. Please grant me the patience and
strength. Surely, O Allah, You are the most kind and most merciful. Please have
mercy on me and the others who are suffering right now. Please forgive me and
as You have forgiven others before me.”
Even though I am a very much private person, You have sent Andy to
me. Being his wife was a big responsibility, please forgive all my shortcomings
to Andy. Please take care of him if should anything happen to me and I could be
by his side again.
I humbly accept that I was not being able to be a mother is part of Your
grand plan.
O Allah, please guide me to the straight path, the path of those whom
you have bestowed your grace.
Please forgive my mistakes, ignorance and immoderation in my affairs
for You are better aware of my faults than myself. O Allah, please forgive all my
sins which I have committed in seriousness or in fun deliberately or inadvertently.
O Allah grant me forgiveness for those sins that I have committed in the past and
those that I might commit in the future, I have committed in privacy or in public
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and all those sins of which You are better aware than me. You alone have the
power to send whomever You will to Jannah and You alone can send whomever
You will to hell-fire and You are omnipotent. Amen.
The world is just an illusion.
My breathing was getting harder and the coughs were torturing. “Please
help me”, I cried. The scene of doctors and nurses rushing to attend me was very
vague. I could only l see shadows in a blur. I could feel the heat burning inside
me. The fever was getting worse. And suddenly everything seemed to vanish
slowly.
I did not know how long I was in that situation. It was the slow patting on
my face that woke me up. I opened my eyes slowly and I saw Andy in the hand
phone screen. Andy was saying something that I could not compute. I knew that
one of the doctors had set up the video chatting with Andy but I was too weak
and too tired.
At home Andy was lost in himself. He couldn’t care about the stormy
and deadly night. The lightning struck persistently many times followed by
thunderous heavy downpour. The windows in his bedroom were still opened. All
he could think of at the moment, was the woman that he had fallen in love with
for the last 15 years and whom he had shared his wonderful life with. The video
chat with her that evening had left him feeling hopeless. He had waited for that
lady for 7 years before marrying her and he will definitely wait for her again no
matter how long it would take. On his prayer mat in the middle of the cold lonely
stormy night, Andy recited his short and precise prayer softly, “O Allah, please
make “The Waiting” a blessing”.
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MY COVID-19 LOCKDOWN EXPERIENCE
By
Mislinah binti Makin, PhD
IAB Bandar Enstek
We were at the end of our brainstorming discussion in preparation for our
upcoming training session in Bukit Kiara when our Head of Department called
us for an urgent short meeting. She relayed the latest standing directive from
IAB’s top management with regard the movement control order (MCO). We have
heard the announcement about the COVID-19 Pandemic movement control
order (MCO) the previous day, on the March 16th 2020. Yet… the severity of the
situation had not dawned on us at the moment. Oh well, if we were not allowed
to go, then we would not go. The training session would have to be cancelled for
the time being.
Once we were out of our Head of Department’s office, we quickly called
our hotel to cancel our reservations, hoping for a refund. Unfortunately, the voice
at the other end of the line said, “Thank you ma’am for informing us about the
cancellation. However, the management could not provide a refund as it is only a
day away from the scheduled date”. We were disheartened. Hundreds of dollars
down the drain and we had no way of getting any reimbursement for it.
The next move was to call the officer in charge of our training
programme to inform him about our situation. He was about to call us concerning
the same matter. He was in a frenzied state trying to call everyone involved; the
participants, the caterer and the lecturers. At the same time he also had to cancel
the bookings for the accommodation of the participants and the lecture room.
Everything had to be done ASAP… Thanking us profusely for saving him some
precious time, he narrated how hectic it had been for him in trying to disseminate
the information to everyone involved.
Overwhelmed by the extreme seriousness of the COVID-19 Pandemic,
we acceded that we were lucky in getting the information in the nick of time.
Otherwise the four of us would be stuck in a hotel away from our families without
any appropriate means of going home. Furthermore, we would have to fork out
the money from our precious pockets to pay for being trapped and immobilized
at the hotel during the first phase of MCO.
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The first phase of MCO was the beginning to my working from home
(WFH) experience. For sure the COVID-19 pandemic shatters the norm of the
world. It definitely changed almost the whole of my lifestyle. Everything was kind
of hectic in the beginning. It was hard to really focus on work while at the same
time I had household chores to do and meals to prepare food. Who said working
from home was easy. The WFH started with two weeks. Then the two weeks
was lengthened for another two weeks as the MCO was extended. Working from
home posed its own challenges. Yet, time flew… and at times I lost tract of time,
day and even dates. Still, there was work to be done and focus, I must. With
a further two weeks extension of the MCO, trips to the kitchen became more
frequent…
Frustrated and angry for not being able to leave the house, I looked
for activities to keep me occupied. My family and I longed for our favourite Nasi
Lemak, roti chanai or chappati from our special hangouts not far from our place
for breakfast. As we could not go for roti chanai or chappati, I had to prepare
home made breakfast. Everyday? So to the fridge I went in search for suitable
ingredients in preparing some food. Finding the ingredients, with the help of my
daughter, I decided to utilize our excess energy into preparing Spring Roles and
Samosas. We made them in plentiful. After that it was Spring Roles for breakfast,
Samosas for afternoon tea, or was it for morning tea, snacks and supper?
One day, I began to notice a flurry of activities on my mobile phone. In
our community chat group, friends and neighbours began posting delicacies and
kuihs for tea, Briyani rice and lunch set for lunch. Some even posted kuih for
as low as RM5 for sale. Mind you, these kuihs and lunch sets were marvelous
and delicious. They were delivered to our doorsteps with only RM1 for delivery
charge, some were even delivered for free. Those were some of the ways of
earning money for those whose earnings were disrupted during that critical
time. On my behalf, I was only doing my fair share of contribution by helping
those in need. Mind you these menus changed almost every day, making it quite
impossible for customers (I mean… me) to resist.
After a while, the range of items on sale grew from food to groceries,
blankets, household items and basically anything under the sun. The platforms
for these on-line products expanded. It seemed that many of us under lockdown
were turning to the internet to get various items needed. The surge in on-line
shopping was even causing the KLIA distribution centre to be swamped with
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packages to deliver. Thus, we had to wait longer for the products we ordered as
the packages took too long to reach their destination.
The current state of the pandemic of the nation was reported daily. Dato’
Seri Dr. Noor Hisham Abdullah, the Director-General of Health, became a public
figure that I waited eagerly to watch. Dr. Noor Hisham in his soft, confident voice
persevered in providing meticulous details of the COVID-19 status. Kudos Dr.
Watching the daily reports on COVID-19 became a must for me. Every day the
number of people who contracted the disease grew, the graph line spiked. All
around the globe, COVID-19 was affecting almost every one, the young, the old,
the poor, even the rich and famous. At any rate, the MCO was nowhere near its
end. Then, one day Dr. Noor Hisham reported that the graph line had began to
flatten… Wow. We were at the verge of overcoming this pandemic. Good job
everyone! Thank you very much, especially to the front liners.
At the home front, work from home policies was still being enforced.
Discussions and meetings had to be done on-line through google meet. Thus,
I had to learn the process of attending and conducting on-line meetings. Online meetings were proving to be very challenging as these meeting depended
on technologies and wi-fis to function well. There was no face-to-face human
touch, something that I considered essential, in on-line meetings. Sometimes
the actual presence of each individual was not felt. They were just icons on the
screen. To me, face-to-face session is where the best ideas are constructed and
the nuances occur. However, such a situation was difficult to achieve on video.
After a long while, things began to settle. Working from home actually
has its perks. During that time, I took my own sweet time in getting up as it was
no longer necessary for me to get up at the crack of dawn to ensure that I would
get to the office on time. I love the fact that I could save time (and money) for
not having to drive to and from the office which is about an hour away. No more
frustrations of being caught in the traffic jams. Working at home also meant that I
need not look as presentable as compared to working in the office. Thus, I could
be in my most comfortable sarong and t-shirt and yes, I did not have to spend
time on ironing my baju kurung or my formal working attire.
However, I love the fact that I have an office space where I could work
productively and where I could socialize with my co-workers. There are times
when I need the face-to-face interaction with people other than my immediate
family members. The office provided just that. The office space also allows my
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co-workers and I to be at our most productive and be able to brainstorm with the
members in our team to ensure our job was done well. Face-to-face interaction
creates collegiality and sense of belonging to our organization.
Let’s face it. Normal may never be the same as before after MCO is lifted.
Would we be able to return to the way it was after the movement control order
ends? The virus does not seem too eager to leave. In fact, the virus continued
to infect more people. Dr. Noor Hisham’s advice was to continue with careful
precautions, wear suitable masks in public and practice of social distancing. The
fear of exposure to COVID-19 is still there. Will the fear go away? Are we doing
enough to stop COVID-19? For how long will we in this kind of situation? These
are some of the unanswered questions that races through my mind. Only time
will tell…
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IN SILENCE WE FOUGHT
By
Salwati binti Shafee, PhD
IAB Bandar Enstek
Pandemic
It was my last day at work as the next day the Movement Control Order
(MCO) begins. I was initially elated when they declared the MCO. Probably
because I was too tired of the long drive to and from work. Driving back home
was even worse. At times, I felt like giving up.
That evening, I was planning to rush home so I could pick my daughter
up from the daycare by 6pm. It was a normal working day, so, the street looked
the same. There were many cars and heavy vehicles on the road while everyone
was trying to get home at the end of their shift.
Driving home, I would usually listen to the radio and at times, I would sing
along every time the DJ played my favourite songs. That’s how I usually destress
myself for that one hour and a half drive. However, that evening, I couldn’t focus
on what the DJ was saying. With COVID-19 pandemic spreading, I was worried
about leaving my daughter at the daycare, unfortunately I had no choice since
I could not take any leave. When the National Security Council announced the
MCO, it was a huge relief. I believe everyone felt the same way.
It was a quarter past six when I finally reached the daycare. There were
only few bags arranged at the shelves outside the premise. Usually, the premise
would be crowded with kids coming back from school waiting for their parents
to pick them up, however that evening was unusually quiet. I thought to myself,
probably the other parents have decided to take a day off as a precaution of
COVID-19 as it was becoming widespread.
“So, does that make me a bad parent?” I thought to myself. “What would
the baby sitter think of me? That I’m a bad mother who just do not care about my
children?” Uncertainties and negative thoughts kept running through my mind. I
looked at the baby sitters’ faces and they were giving me unfriendly stares. “Nah!
They were probably tired of taking care of the little ones.” I shoved the thoughts
aside. Thus, I grabbed the bag, held my daughters hand, walked her to the car
and headed for home thinking “Gosh! I’m so glad that they finally announced the
MCO. At least for now, I don’t have to worry about my children’s safety.”
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That night, my daughter was restless in her sleep as she always does
but I was even more concerned because of the pandemic. I felt her forehead to
check if there were any temperature but was glad that it was normal. I noticed
that the other children were also having flu so I had to monitor them in case there
were other symptoms related to COVID-19. Although it is common for children
to catch the flu every now and then, what more with the hot weather that we are
experiencing these days. But I was weary and worried, praying hard that it was
just normal flu. With the spread of COVID-19, you could never tell if you have
been infected until it is too later. I supposed at that point of time I could only
monitor them and prayed hard that it was just normal cough and flu.
Silence
The buzzing alarm woke me up from my slumber, I reached for my
phone trying to kill off the annoying sound. It was 5.30 a.m. Then it suddenly
dawned on me that it was the first day of MCO. That morning, as I laid down in
bed, unhurriedly waiting for the right time to get up, I was curious about what
was happening to the country. While the hand phone was in still in my hand, I
immediately checked the social media only to find that some colleagues have
shared photos of people flocking at the police station trying to get hold of the form
to cross the state borders.
“What were they thinking of?” I thought.
Did the Prime Minister just announced a national holiday? Why can’t
everyone just stay home? I thought to myself. Scrolling for more news on the
latest update of the country, I was shocked to learn about how the train station
were crowded with students who were trying to get home. Then I thought, how
ironic the situation was. The lockdown was meant to increase social distancing,
but the opposite situation took place instead. “What went wrong?”.
That morning, while having breakfast with my husband, he asked me if I
noticed anything peculiar. I thought he was referring to the kitchen. I looked around
and instantly replied, “No! Everything looks the same to me.” Then he asked. “Well,
didn’t you notice that it is insanely quiet? The street… it is rather quiet, no cars.
Looks like every one really stayed at home.” he said while sipping his hot coffee.
“Oh! The street?” I asked while trying hard to listen for some sound from
the street. It was utterly silent. Even the factory near to our house had ceased
operating. “You‘re right.” I said. “Listen!” Not even a noise from the factory.” He
just nodded, showing that he was fully aware of the situation.
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What I didn’t know was that, just as silent as the street was on that day,
my life was about to turn into a silent phase. A phase where we were kept away
from the outside world while at the same time we have to endure a lot of stress
and pressure.
Struggle
Working from home is no stranger to me as I had spent the past three
years working from home while trying to complete my PhD. I managed to
complete everything and received my scroll within the 3 years because I had
a very supportive system. My kids would go to school and I would send the
small one to the day care while my husband was away at work. Basically, I
have the whole house all to myself. The only disturbance and distractions that I
succumbed to were from myself and the social media.
But this time around it was different. It is a whole new experience for me
especially because I had to take care of my six children while working. I could
foresee that it will be a lot to take in. It’s triple shifts for working mothers like me…
an endless struggle.
I had to constantly cook and prepare food the whole day for the children.
My kitchen was in an endless clutter from the endless usage. On top of that, I had
to help them with their studies while trying to manage my daily tasks that have to
be completed by the end of the day.
This MCO period challenged me to become a multitasking person who is
capable of doing anything and everything under the sun. My office work requires
me to deal with e-learning, writing articles for publication and analyzing data for
a research I’m involved in. On top of that I have to pull of some book reading so
I could later on produce a report.
Within the MCO period, my new routine would start with some light half
an hour reading and going through my daily schedule. Then I was off to the
kitchen to prepare breakfast for the children, and then the nightmare begins.
Every day, I would have a hard time trying to wake the children up and
prepare them for their online classes which start at 9.00 a.m. Sometimes I made
them join their classes by completing the homework set given by the teachers
even after the classes were long over. I told myself not to worry or stress myself
too much, as long as they were able to complete the tasks, they are still not out
of the league.
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But it also meant, there would be more work for me. I had to catch up
with hundreds of messages from the class WhatsApp groups. Handling the older
children was easier as I only had to monitor them and to check on them every
now and then, apart from allowing them to hijack my laptop and my phone for
the online learning sessions. However, I have to personally guide my 11-year old
with ADHD and also my 8-year-old as they need extra attention. Not to mention,
I have to handle my 3 year-old-baby with her potty-training. There is no rest for
the wicked! Sometimes I wish I could just duplicate myself into four or five just
like Ben10 or some of the cartoon characters so I could personally coach each
and every one of them personally.
I have to admit that helping the children with e-learning is a real
challenge. Sometimes, I lost my patience while waiting for my daughter, whom I
consider a neat-freak, to copy down the questions given by her teacher through
the WhatsApp. Instead of letting her finished, I would hijack her pencil and copy
down the questions myself because she was taking forever to just copy a single
question. She would write one word and would erase it over and over again
before she could even complete the entire sentence. I just don’t have the time
and the patience. Forgive me Oh Lord. But I’m pretty sure other parents would
do the same for their children. These are some of the things we would do for love
…and for losing our patience!
Keeping the Children Sane
On many occasions, as I was helping my 8-year old daughter with
her English when suddenly my 11 year-old-son would suddenly tapped on my
shoulders.
“Mummy, can I switch on the TV now?” he asked cheekily
“Nope! Not just yet darling, you may be at home but it’s a normal
schooling day, so you have your learning as usual. You will have your TV at 4...
as always.” I told him while pointing at his unattended and unfinished task.
That was a common conversation I had with my kids every day and
somehow that was their most favoured question during this MCO period.
Although schools are closed, the learning continues. The government
made it compulsory for every teacher to execute online learning. It was a 360
degree change. Suddenly, everything becomes digital overnight. The change
was a real struggle for both teachers and students and not to mention parents!
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Teachers suddenly had to change their norms and practices transformed
themselves into technology savvy persons. Parents on the other hand had to
share their gadgets with their children and help them with technical issues.
Parents who are already IT savvy would not find it hard to assist their children.
Nevertheless, it was a big issue with those who do not have the technology or the
knowledge and not to mention those who just could not afford to have it.
It was difficult to get them to adapt to the new e-learning, home schooling
routine. After several weeks, they began to come to terms with it and I did not
have a hard time trying to get them out from bed and make them stick their face
to the book every day during the weekdays. As a reward, I would provide more
time for them to watch TV. This is how I keep the children sane as I would not
allow them to watch TV on a normal schooling day. I thought that it would only be
fair as they were deprived of other forms of entertainment. All work and no play
makes Jack a dull boy, so they say. This is also the part when I get some peace
of mind trying to complete my tasks.
Family Bonding Time
Some says that the pandemic is a blessing in disguise because it is
very common to hear that some parents did not pay enough attention to their
children especially with their studies. In other occasions, spouses could not
afford to spend enough time with each other. Some could not even fulfill their
responsibilities at home as they were too caught up with their demanding job.
Due to COVID-19 pandemic, the government had no choice but to
announced the lockdown which had caused family members to stay put together
within the four walls. To a certain extent, the pandemic has brought families
closer making what seems impossible before possible. Parents suddenly have
more time to spend with their children and help them with their learning and have
more time to be part of their children growing-up process.
As a working mother, I had always worried about not being the good
mother to my children. I always thought that somehow, I had neglected my
children in one way or another. As I had not spend enough time to help them
learn while growing up or even check on their homework, I felt as if I had always
prioritized my work over my children. Those thoughts have always been at the
back of my mind.
I felt even more guilty due to the fact that one of my child requires more
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attention from me because he is rather different from his other siblings. He had
the characteristics of ADHD and dyslexic. He was a slow learner and had been
left in his studies. He only began to read when he was 9 years old. Because of
this, I felt like I had failed as a mother. I wanted to help but I was helpless. I do
not know how to or where to begin.
I could only read so much about those symptoms but I do not really
have enough time to really support my child’s development. At the moment, he
is 11 years old and is beginning to show signs of progress with his studies. This
year, I was worried the most as he will be sitting for a major exam for his religious
school and also a national exam next year. I am worried that he might not fit to
even sit for any exam. However, this MCO period had given me ample time to
focus on him. He has so much to catch up and I’m positive with hard work and
determination he could progress like the others.
During this MCO period. I spent more time to sit with him to coach
him in his studies especially Maths. He has always dreaded the word Maths,
but after 2 weeks of daily coaching, I saw him improving. He could memorise
the multiplication table very well and soon showed some interest towards the
subject. The only hard part was to coax him to start learning and each time there
will be a lot of yelling and screaming while books and pencils flew across the
room. That was only one episode of getting a child to learn. Not to mention, there
are five other episodes with different characters and every single character has
their own unique antics and therefore comes with different challenges. Along the
way, some tears were shed. If not their tears, it would be mine. Fortunately, it
was worth the pain.
This is How We Fight
I have always loved watching movies, I am also a big fan of TV series. I
stopped going to the cinemas long ago after I had my first child. It has been ages
ever since. Now that my sixth child is only turning 3, I guess I have to wait several
years more before I could bring the whole pack to the cinema. Imagine the six
of them at the cinema. A picture of complete chaos! Ever since then TV and
YouTube channel have become my new source of entertainment, now Netflix
has been introduced, it has become my bff ever since!
That evening, while watching Netflix on my laptop, I overheard the
conversation between my 8-year-old daughter and my husband.
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“Papa, can we go to Speedmart”
“Why? “asked the father while giving a curious a look
“You would usually take us there for some treat and now you have
stopped doing that?” said the little girl, with a sad face.
“Okay, what do you want, I will get it for you.” said my husband, while
trying to coax his daughter
“But we want to go there, so we can choose what we want,” she said
demandingly hoping that the father would listen to her.
“Now, here’s the thing. You know what’s going on now, right? You know
about COVID-19?” asked the father, while looking straight into her eyes.
“Yes! I know COVID!” she answered immediately trying to convince her
father on her knowledge of the world
“Yeah? Because of that, no children are allowed to go out at this
moment. It is dangerous. If the police caught me taking you out, they will send
me to jail. Do you want to visit me in jail?” asked the father while trying to seek
for his daughter’s reaction
“No! I don’t want you to go to jail. Because then, no one will take us to
Speedmart,” she answered while shaking her head and giving her father a sad
look.
“If that so, you tell me what you want and I will try to get it for you.” said
the father while trying to convince his daughter.
It was not our choice to be locked in inside our own house, not being
able to go anywhere, even to get our basic needs, we could only send out our
“messenger”, which is of course the head of the family to provide everything for
us. We couldn’t even go for a spin around our neighbourhood block for fear we
might get arrested. What used to be something fun for us have suddenly become
an offence. My children were not happy about it as they were used to being
driven around, but they understand that it was not safe outside.
For what is worth, this is how I told the children on our role in helping the
country to fight the pandemic:
My dear children…
We may not be able to be a super hero to help fight the pandemic
as our qualification does not allow us to do so.
We may not be eligible as the front liners
who have bigger responsibilities in fighting the pandemic.
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But as responsible citizens
we also play our biggest role in supporting them
by keeping up with social distancing
to break the chain.
We sacrifice our work
just so we could maintain social distance.
Children were kept away from school making it hard for them to learn
just to help flatten the curve.
We forgo our needs of entertainment
so we could help bring the situation back to normal.
This is how we fight
Our contribution to the society
and to the nation as a whole.
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A BLESSING IN DISGUISE
By
Hamsiah binti Mohd Dahalan
IAB Bandar Enstek
It was March 2020. I could remember clearly as the world was in turmoil due to
COVID-19 pandemic caused by a virus that came from Wuhan, China. It was
reported that the spread of the virus was caused by bats. As a mom, I was totally
scared and worried about the safety of my children who were staying far away
from me. I started calling them one by one, asking if there were known cases
in their area and so on. Everyone needed to be concerned and extra careful in
avoiding any contact with the COVID-19 virus.
On 17 March 2020, the government announced immediate lockdown
nationwide because on that day, Malaysia became the country with the highest
COVID-19 cases in the entire South East Asian region. That was the first time
experience for my family and I in facing that kind of situation. It was so terrifying!
But, thank to God there was one thing that we as a family were totally grateful. In
facing this mayhem, we were able to converge in our home in Ipoh. There, I felt
totally safe and protected with my loved ones.
On the first day of lockdown, we decided to purchase our necessities
and stock up on food. As only the head of the family was allowed to venture out
of the house to buy necessities needed by the family, stocking up was not easy.
This meant the head of the family got to go out, while everyone had to stay at
home. So going shopping became demanding and at the same time arduous.
However, after some time, his trips became everyone’s envy as we were being
cooped up for many weeks as the MCO was extended.
Every single day without fail, there would be announcements from the
Ministry of Health (MoH) updating us about the current situation of the cases
in our country and we were always waiting for it. Although we were facing a
lockdown, we have our responsibility to be carried out. It became obligatory for
teachers to learn on how to use digital technology such as Skype, Zoom and
Google Meet for their teaching and learning process. Moreover as lecturers,
some of us were struggling on how to use the available online systems, such as
the Google Classroom or Google Meet, efficiently to train and give assignments.
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Government officer also had to learn to use the online systems in order to
work from home efficiently. Every platforms such as Webinar and YouTube
functioned became essential as our new platforms in gaining new information
and knowledge from all around the world. With just one click and you are good
to go. As for myself, I used every learning tools online effectively so that I could
keep my participants engaged during my training sessions and at the same time
provide some sharing sessions to instill the idea that using technology would be
a better platform for information sharing. However, it wasn’t easy trying to adapt
to the new norms. I could see that my children were struggling to use online
tools. It was a learning process for all of us and we had to acknowledge that in
adapting to the new norms, there would challenges to overcome.
Although everything became normal after being lockdown for sometime,
one thing was not normal for me. Know what? It was my addiction to online
shopping! This online shopping spelled disaster for my family and I. Every day,
at unexpected intervals, there would be honking outside of our house. Yeah, it
was the courier services delivering parcels that we bought from Shopee, Lazada
and other online shopping platforms. Online shopping was like getting a surprise
present that we bought and gave to ourselves. The online shopping became
one of my therapy to stop me from being bored for having nothing to do and just
staying at home. To be honest, that was the easiest way to shop for anything
(literally everything!) that we wanted without having to go out, queueing up to pay
or exposing ourselves to the virus especially.
As days passed by, the beginning of Ramadhan came. The Ramadhan
was the month that all of us as Muslims were really looking forward to. Having
my family with me at that time was the best part of that Ramadhan. The lockdown
made almost most everyone’s life miserable. Fortunately, there is always a bright
side in everything that has been planned by God. During the lockdown, our
relationship as a family grew closer as we had the opportunity to do our daily
activities together. For our five daily prayers, we prayed in congregation. We also
had our meals together. Watching movies and playing games to fill our time were
done together.
After a few months, the number of cases started to decrease consistently.
Then one day, the government announced that the lockdown was over. We would
start our normal life again. OH MY GOD! After 3 months… We would have to go
back to our old normal routine. I had mixed feelings back then, happy yet sad. I
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was happy for being able to go back to work and to earn a living for my family but
sad because going back to work would mean that my family would be separated
as we have our responsibilities to fulfill. But, life must go on.
The time came when we had to go our separate ways. Although the
lockdown was lifted, we had to adapt to the new norm. Wearing face masks,
washing hands frequently, practicing social distancing by staying one meter
apart and avoiding crowded places were the standard operating procedures
(SOP) recommended. The SOPs was for our own safety. Thus it became our
responsibility to curb COVID-19 from spreading in the society. We must be
responsible wherever we are! On my first day at work, everything seemed normal.
But we had to have our body temperature checked. It was also mandatory to
wear masks in crowded places. Face-to-face meeting was still not allowed.
Everything seemed good except for the fact that the potential COVID-19 patients
were quarantined in our residences which is only a stone’s throw away from us.
Thankfully we did not really no have to worry about that. Malaysia is well-known
for having the best front liners. Thank you front liners for all your hard work!
One week before the month of Ramadhan ended, the Prime Minister
announced that every state borders would be closed. The directive was for
our own safety and to prevent us Malaysians from travelling from one place to
another or as the Prime Minister said, “Kesana, Kesini, Kesana, Kesini”. We
could not see the virus, but the virus could infect us. Unfortunately, everyone
could not travel back to their hometown for the Hari Raya or Eid celebration. That
announcement came as a huge shock to us. For the majority of Malay Muslims in
Malaysia, going to their hometown for Eid is a must. The announcement meant
that everyone would cry one’s eyes out. First, we had undergone 3 months of
lockdown and then we had to celebrate Hari Raya away from our family. Stay
strong people! However, there was still some hope of good news that came with
the announcement. Married couples who were separated during the lockdown
were allowed to go back to their hometowns. Of course, I was totally grateful for
the news.
Armed with that information, my children and I decided to drive to our
hometown in the morning. We were totally being paranoid during our journey to
our destination. We felt like we were watched by police officers along the way.
The roads were so clear from traffic which was really unlike any celebration time
in Malaysia. That was a once in a blue moon scenario. There were road blocks
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everywhere. The police officer knocked on our car window and asked where we
were going. I just showed them our permit from the police station and he waved
us through. Along the way, I saw many cars having to do U-turns as they did not
follow the SOP as directed by the government. I felt sorry to them but the SOP
was for our own good. Fortunately everything went well for us. We arrived safely
in Ipoh.
Today, COVID-19 is still with us. The virus is becoming a part of our
lives. Everything happened for a reason. We just need to believe and stay
positive during these challenging condition and hope for the best thing. We
should continue to look at the bright sides. We have many things to be grateful
for. Whenever God put us in any situations, always remember that we need
to reflect and remember that there are other things besides worldly things to
pursue. Hopefully we become better persons after going through this challenging
experience.
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EMBRACING THE NEW NORMS
By
Marina binti Abas
IAB Bandar Enstek
The outbreak of Covid-19 virus around the world was shocking news to everyone.
It creates fear and panic among the people from the beginning when it was
reported in the news and media. The virus was beyond control. Covid-19 is an
infectious disease caused by a newly discovered strain of coronavirus, a type of
virus known to cause respiratory infections in humans. When finally it affected
Malaysia, we were alarmed by its effects especially to the young and elderly.
Personally, it has been quite some time since I watched the news on television.
Due to the pandemic, I sat attentively for updates on the issues. The updates
frightened me the most. I felt intimidated by the procedures in handling the
infected. I sympathized with sacrifices made by our front-liners to ensure that we
are safe from being infected. I empathized with the pain endured by the victims
and families who were infected and especially to those who lost their loved ones.
That morning after the MCO was announced officially by the Prime
Minister the night before, I went to work as usual. I started driving to work
like always by reciting some prayers for Allah’s blessings for the day. Upon
reaching the post guard, I greeted the guards with my usual salam and a smile.
I remembered, that morning the office was operating as usual as we waited for
the announcement from the Director on the implementation of Movement Control
Order (MCO) in our organization. Sure enough, we were given instructions to
stay home for the next two weeks until further notice.
Upon receiving the instruction, I packed all the unfinished task and
emailed necessary files so that the tasks could be attended to during the so-call
work from home period. That evening, when it was time to leave the office, it was
as if I was going for another long break from work. Mind you, I had just gotten
back to work for about two weeks due to my slip disk injury. So I was kind of used
to working from home as I was on leave for nearly a month. Feeling excited about
staying at home for another two weeks, I called my mom asking her to come and
stay with us as she was staying alone. It was probably the best idea at that time.
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So life during MCO started with the new norm listing lots of Standard of
Procedures (SOPs) namely, to wear mask, wash our hands regularly, keep social
distance and avoid crowd. As for grocery shopping, only one person per family
was allowed. Thus, I ended up spending my time at home, in the house, for the
whole duration of four months during MCO. It was beyond imagination. My life
changed totally in adapting to the new norms. The back door was never opened.
The front entrance, the porch, was limited to hanging clothes and watering the
plants.
My husband became our personal shopper who went back and forth to
the shops nearby to cater for our daily needs of toiletries, foods and beverages.
Initially, it was a three times a day routine. However, the trips were reduced to
once a day when we were notified with few suspected cases in our area. Then,
I only allowed him to leave the house if it was really necessary. He became an
expert on how to choose good fish and vegetables after frequent naggings and
complaints from my mom and me. He got to understand how difficult it was to
purchase the provisions for the whole family while sticking to allocated budget
of our daily expenses. Believe it or not, after going through that, he realised how
he had been neglecting his family. Finally he understood the importance of doing
house hold errands together and realised how tiring and boring it was to be a full
time homemaker.
However, there is always light at the end of the tunnel. The biggest
blessing to our family during MCO was that, my husband became a full time
Imam to my mom and me. All this while, he would normally rush to the mosque
to perform his prayers. During MCO, he had to perform his prayers at home.
We also had the opportunity of praying and reciting the Quran constantly. The
peaceful and serene feelings of not having to rush anywhere made life more
worthwhile.
Four months of constantly staying at home made me a better cook. We
had home cooked meals every day. I managed to learn how to make a variety of
traditional Malay, Chinese, Indian and even western cuisine. In the four months
of staying at home, I gained four kilograms and developed double chins. Yet, I
became more active and felt much happier. I learned to interact better on social
medias, chatted using video calls, worked through emails and attended meetings
through google meets. I even attended lectures through google classroom,
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enjoyed entertainment by Netflix, did shopping on-line and learned new recipes
through you tube. Things that seemed difficult and impossible became very easy
and effortless through practise. Thank you Allah for providing me the opportunity
to be a part of this challenging era. Alhamdulillah.
One in a while, I also experienced dull, busy and tiring days all at the
same time. Being confined in my own home was just not how I wanted my life to
be. The fear of the virus, that had spread rapidly throughout the world, prevented
me from going out. Watching news and updates created fear in me. I did not even
go for my hospital appointments, no driving, no dinning out, no meetings with
my children, grandchildren, relatives and friends. I missed them all. Luckily, my
husband and my mom were with me.
My mom reminisced of the time during the Japanese occupation in the
1940s. She had another story altogether. She recounted of the days when she
experienced curfew during the Japanese occupation in Malaysia. She shared
her experience of not being able to go out anywhere for fear of being caught by
the Japanese soldiers. Of course she was just a little girl back then. There were
no food at that time. At least, according to her, the curfew during the MCO was
not so bad because we still could enjoy foods that were being delivered at our
door steps. But, she missed the opportunity of going out shopping. She also
misssd her house in the village and wished that she could go back to her house.
One in a while, I could hear my mom singing and humming some old songs. An
indication of how bored she was. Sometimes she would drum on the floor or
table or even tap on her mug with some familiar rhythms. Thankfully, we were
able to talk, laugh and share lots of personal stories that have never been shared
before. The bonding was so precious. I have never felt so close to my mom as in
these four months of the so call curfew. I love you mom.
So the four months flew. We were told to start going back to work as the
situation got better. Getting ready to work that first morning was a bit different as I
needed to put on extra protection, the mask. It gave me an uncomfortable feeling
as breathing with the mask was difficult. However, I drove to work feeling happy
and excited. At the guard house, a number of front liners being positioned under
temporary tent there. At that moment, the residences of IAB Bandar Enstek were
being used as surveillance centre for the detainees from the Pedas Clusters. It
was a little scary to learn the fact that the virus was so near and it might easily
being spread to us, the staff of IAB. At the same time, our own security guards
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were stopping every car that went in, pointing thermometer guns to us to take
our temperature. Our temperatures were recorded daily. They also squirted our
hands with liquid sanitizers every time we passed the guard house. These were
some measures taken to ensure that we were protected and safe. #kitajagakita…
Thank you guys.
In the office, works were pilling up, new schedules for meetings, courses
and workshops were being planned or rescheduled. Most meetings were held
online. Face to face meeting were allowed only if it involved not more than 15
personnel. As my department focuses on publishing and documentations, we
continued our editing tasks at our desks. Consultations with publishers were
done through the phones. It was very hectic as we were behind schedules.
Everyone was trying his/her best making sure that everything would be back on
track. Courses had to be conducted. However, courses involving participants
from other departments had to be conducted online. New dates were fixed and
memos were sent to notify clients and course participants on the new schedules.
Never have I experienced working with the aid of social media, such as
you-tube and google classrooms, to deliver trainings to participants. Assessments
became more complicated and time consuming. It was difficult to identify and
grade presentations by participants. The accessibility of internet lines became
crucial in aiding the participants making their presentations. It totally affected
our NPQEL participants whose internet access was slow. Communicating and
participating during briefings and assessments was not easy nor smooth. The
assessment sessions were frequently interrupted making both participants
and lecturers distracted. I personally experienced such situations when the
lecturers awaited patiently for the participants to move to another location in
search of better internet reception. This happened throughout the whole process
of assessments. Assessments that were supposed to be completed in one day
dragged on to a two days event.
As training sessions were conducted online, once again the sessions
were frequently interrupted, but we all manage to come up with solutions to
the problems and settle all work requirements to meet the KPI’s. Indeed I was
amazed with my capabilities in carrying out the task given using unfamiliar tools
on the internet. Of course it was done with the help of my colleagues. I was proud
of myself for being able to conduct a two hour briefing session to IAB lecturers on
the Selected Essays or Karya Terpilih. It was quite an experience delivering live
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presentation on one of the NPQEL programme module that did not require me to
stand and walk around for hours. Save lots of energy.
It was nice to communicate with co-workers from other branches through
the question and answer session to clarify things. Sometimes we even laughed
at the use of certain words that were being misinterpreted. The media was able to
bring us together and to share the humour that made us smile together. Situations
that seem impossible way back then are becoming the new norm at the moment.
Could we imagine the norm of the future? Different patterns of interacting and
communicating were emerging as the MCO dragged on. For safety reasons, the
human touch was no longer practised through hand shakes and kisses on the
cheek and forehead, rather through words and humours online.
During the MCO, Ramadhan had a new meaning for me. This was the
time of the year that I really missed during the MCO. No Ramadhan Bazaar
meant no access to the delicacies that were available only during Ramadhan . A
situation that was very difficult to accept. Somehow new ways crept up, allowing
me to access different types of food for iftar, breaking the fast. The new way
was being actively participated by the residents off my housing area. WhatsApp
groups of delivery services around the area mushroomed, creating interesting
and enjoyable alternatives. During the day, orders were being made and towards
the evening we could hear the awaited honking of motorcycles, bicycles and
even cars, making the deliveries. Come breaking fast time, the dining table was
adorned with foods of different varieties.
As the days turned to weeks in Ramadhan, we started planning for
Hari Raya celebrations. Clothes for the Hari Raya celebration were also ordered
through online shopping. I, however choose to recycle the previous year’s
outfits. As for new house decorations for festivities, well… there would be none.
However, the activities involving cleaning and rearranging of furniture made the
celebration no less eagerly anticipated. I had to apply for inter-state travelling
approval to enable me to be with my children and grandchildren in Selangor
during Hari Raya. Unfortunately, I was not able to visit my mother and siblings in
Kuala Lumpur due to the travelling restrictions.
Meeting my children and grand-children after a three months duration
made the year’s Hari Raya so meaningful. My family means the world to me.
Even with the fear of the virus looming, hugs and kisses were frequent. It was
bonding time. We spent the time talking, laughing, eating, praying and even
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sleeping together for the few precious days. When it was time to be apart, it was
as if we are all going for war. We prayed and hoped that things would get better.
Then all of us could get together whenever we chose to, like before the virus
struck.
Currently, as we are still struggling to survive the virus, many things are
still on hold. Meetings and courses are still conducted online. We are maximizing
the use of social media for communications. Work are being emailed and
instructions received through phone calls. Hand shakes and friendly gestures are
practised in a distance. The fear of the virus is firmly etched our mind. During this
challenging time, we bring our hands together for prayers and doa’s, asking Allah
the Almighty for forgiveness. We also pray for enlightenment to those who are
affected by Covid-19. For our front liners, we pray for their health and strength to
enable them to continue providing their service for the nation.
MCO has taught us to be more grateful for what we have. Through
the hardship, we are able to give and take, be more tolerant, more respectful
and more appreciative. At the same time, we learn to be more productive and
creative. We also learn to communicate better using social media and value
the life that we have. Let us pray that the virus and its complication to be over
soon. Let us also pray that we could continue our life like it never happened. In
shya’Allah; if GOD willing. Allah knows best.
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